
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SSFL CEQA Comments 
Department of Toxic Substances Control  
8800 Cal Center Drive 
Sacramento, CA 95826  
 

  Re:  Comments on Draft Program Environmental Impact Report and 
 Draft Program Management Plan for Cleanup of the Santa Susana Field Laboratory 

To Whom It May Concern: 
 
 Consumer Watchdog hereby submits comments on inadequacies in the Draft Program 
Environmental Impact Report (PEIR) and Draft Program Management Plan (PMP) for cleanup 
of the Santa Susana Field Laboratory (SSFL).   
 
Background 
 
 SSFL is one of the most contaminated sites in the state, with extensive radioactive and 
toxic chemical pollution from decades of poor environmental practices.  The site housed ten 
nuclear reactors, of which at least four suffered accidents, one of which was a partial meltdown.  
Numerous other nuclear facilities existed at the site as well, with a long history of releases.  
Included on a DVD provided separately by mail as an addition to these comments is a report 
prepared by the Committee to Bridge the Gap, along with its sources, which include extensive 
information on the history of contamination at SSFL and prior environmental analysis of the site 
as well as on the matter of demolition of contaminated structures and disposal of associated 
debris. 
 
 In 2010, DTSC entered into legally binding Administrative Orders on Consent (AOCs) 
with the Department of Energy (DOE) regarding cleanup of all of Area IV and the Northern 
Buffer Zone and with NASA regarding cleanup of all of Area II and the portion of Area I 
controlled by NASA. The central requirement of the AOCs is the cleanup of all soils to 
background (“’Cleanup to Background Levels’ means removal of soils 
contaminated above local background levels.”)1 The DOE AOC requires for “Disposal of 
Contaminated Soils:   Soils contaminated with radioactive contaminants above local background 
to licensed low-level radioactive waste (LLRW) disposal site or an authorized LLRW disposal 

                                                 
1 §1.8.2 and §1.7.2 of DOE and NASA AOCs respectively 



facility at a DOE site.”2  
 
 The AOCs3 define “soils” as follows: 
 

 “Soils” shall mean saturated and unsaturated soil, sediment, and 
weathered bedrock, debris, structures, and other anthropogenic materials. “Soils” 
does not include surface water, groundwater, air, or biota.  

 
         emphasis added 
 
Thus, the AOCs covers all structures (e.g., buildings), debris from demolishing them, and any 
other human-made materials; they must all be cleaned up to local background; and everything 
with radioactivity above local background must be disposed of in a licensed low-level 
radioactive waste disposal site or authorized LLRW disposal facility at a DOE site.”  
Furthermore, the AOCs cover all of the nuclear area (Area IV).4 
 
Remarkably, after citing the above definition of soils from the AOCs, which, as we see, includes 
debris, structures, and other anthropogenic materials, the PMP (p. 12) asserts “soils do not 
include buildings, structures or other above ground infrastructure slated to be removed by DOE 
or NASA as part of their demolition activities.”  No basis whatsoever is given for the assertion, 
which directly contradicts the actual language in the AOCs.  Soils means “debris, structures, and 
other anthropogenic materials,” the AOC says explicitly.  No exception, no carve-out.  Yet 
DTSC now asserts that the opposite is true, that it does not include buildings or structures.  The 
assertion flies in the face of the AOC language itself.   
 
A few years ago, however, it was learned that Boeing was requesting and receiving approvals 
from DTSC to demolish buildings in Area IV containing radioactivity above background and to 
send the resulting debris to regular recyclers and to landfills not licensed for LLRW disposal.  
DTSC was approving these demolitions and disposals using a 1970s-era document, Regulatory 
Guide 1.86, which permits levels of radiation that far exceed the required background level 
mandated in the AOC.  The reliance on Regulatory Guide 1.86 levels as a “clearance” threshold 
permits materials containing radiation levels above background to be disposed at sites that are 
not licensed to receive LLRW. 
 
Consumer Watchdog and other groups filed a lawsuit.  The Sacramento Superior Court issued a 
preliminary injunction, finding a likelihood of a CEQA violation by DTSC for failing to perform 
an EIR or other CEQA review of the demolition of structures and resulting debris disposal.  That 
injunction remains in force pending final ruling by the court. 
 
DTSC has now issued a Program EIR for the cleanup of SSFL.  However, it pointedly asserts it 
is not required to and will not, with some very limited exceptions, consider any impacts of the 
demolition of structures (whether owned by Boeing or DOE) in Area IV and resulting recycling 

                                                 
2 DOE AOC, Appendix B, p. 3 
3 §1.8.4 and §1.7.4 of DOE and NASA AOCs respectively  
4 DOE AOC §1.2 



or disposal of wastes with radioactivity above background in places not licensed to dispose of 
LLRW.  
 
The arguments DTSC has been making about Boeing structures it now extends to DOE’s.  It is 
stated in the PEIR (e.g., p. 3-12) that DTSC has essentially no regulatory authority over almost 
any of the buildings at SSFL, and even goes so far as to claim that the Ventura County Building 
Department is lead agency for issues related to demolition of the buildings.  However, Ventura 
has no authority over hazardous or radioactive cleanups or waste disposal.  Indeed, Ventura has 
repeatedly so stated and Boeing repeatedly so informed the County (see attachments hereto, 
obtained from the Ventura County Department of Building and Safety).   
 
The PEIR is supposed to cover all aspects of the cleanup.  By artificially carving out a key 
portion of the cleanup, one that is directly included in the AOC definition of what must be 
cleaned to background and disposed of in a licensed LLRW site, thus artificially omits from 
consideration a central set of environmental risks associated with cleanup decisions.  For 
example, there is no consideration in the PEIR of the environmental risks attendant with 
radioactive waste being sent to metal recyclers or other recyclers and being recycled into 
consumer products, with resulting direct radiation exposures.  Nor is there any consideration of 
the environmental impacts of sending radioactive waste to landfills that are not licensed LLRW 
sites and thus designed to minimize leakage and migration of radioactivity and which have the 
required closure plans and monitoring.  The disposal of materials containing levels of 
radioactivity above background is a foreseeable consequence of the actions described in the 
PEIR and therefore the environmental impacts of those actions must be analyzed.  Nor are any 
alternatives to these actions considered (e.g., compliance with the AOC requirements.) 
 
 The PEIR falsely asserts that the building contaminated demolition and disposal is not 
part of the site cleanup and is outside DTSC’s discretionary authority and thus the environmental 
impacts of those cleanup activities will not be evaluated in the PEIR.  It says it has “elected” to 
include an enhanced description of those activities, but it does not perform an evaluation of the 
environmental impacts of them nor examine alternatives.  Furthermore, that description contains 
none of the information essential—no discussion of the radiological contamination levels, or 
which radionuclides, or whether on metals, concrete, asphalt that may be recycled and produce 
more exposures.  Fundamentally, although CEQA requires an environmental review of the 
radiologically contaminated building demolition and disposal, including environmental impacts, 
alternatives, and mitigations, DTSC continues to refuse to comply with CEQA with regards to 
these environmentally critical activities.  DTSC continues to violate CEQA at its core.  
 
 The PEIR on p. 3-69 provides that materials from buildings not “authorized” to have had 
radioactive wastes would be treated differently than from buildings that were so authorized.  This 
is an artificial distinction which violates the AOC.  Vague language in the PEIR here suggests 
that these buildings would be “certified” to be “free of radiological impacts.”  As set forth in the 
report on the separately submitted DVD, data from structures previously reviewed by DTSC that 
were purportedly “nonradiological” reveals that these structures contained contamination above 
background levels.  Moreover, the AOC standard requires actual measurements, and to not have 
radiological concentrations above background.  This vague language suggests the AOC is 
proposed to be broken. 



 
 The next sentence demonstrates indeed the breaching of the AOC.  Whereas building 
debris above background must go to a licensed LLRW disposal site or an authorized LLRW 
disposal facility at a DOE site, the PEIR says that for buildings where it was known that 
radioactive activities occurred, the contaminated debris will not have to go to an LLRW site if 
the building contamination levels were below those in DOE 458.1 (essentially the same levels as 
Regulatory Guide 1.86).  But the AOC was precise about this; contamination levels above 
background required the use of an LLRW site.  The PEIR thus essentially announces the 
abrogation of the AOC.  Furthermore, there is no environmental impact analysis of the impacts 
from letting this contaminated go to places not licensed or designed for it.  (The reference to the 
Governor’s moratorium is misleading; it does not allow the disposal of contaminated waste at 
Class I landfills.  Indeed, LLRW waste is barred form such landfills.)   
 
 Thus, buried in the PEIR is the bold breach of the AOCs, and no consideration of the 
environmental impacts thereof, nor of alternatives.  Letting contaminated material be recycled, 
so people get directly exposed, allowing contaminated materials to be dumped in places other 
than those licensed for LLRW, none of this is examined. 
 
 The PEIR and PMP repeat DTSC’s indefensible claim that Boeing can do essentially 
whatever it wishes with almost all of the buildings it owns at SSFL, no matter how radioactive, 
that they are not subject to DTSC authority over the cleanup.  But the PEIR and PMP go even 
further, making similar claims about DOE’s buildings.   
 
 The PMP that DOE says it will dispose of debris from buildings with a history of 
radionuclide use in low-level radioactive waste or mixed low-level radioactive waste site.  p. 14  
But which debris is sent (all?  only that over certain levels?) is not set forth.  Furthermore, that is 
not the requirement in the AOC.  It is that all waste over background be sent for LLRW disposal.  
Limiting it to buildings DOE declares had a history of radionuclide waste would violate the 
AOC; that history is very sketchy, for a site going to the 1940s, and we have seen contamination 
throughout Area IV, so it is not limited to the insides of buildings that did radioactive work. 
 
 The PMP (p. 37) states, “The removal programs for these non-permitted buildings 
and associated infrastructure are separate from the environmental cleanup and closure activities 
that DTSC regulates at SSFL. The authority for non-permitted building removal falls under the 
general building and permitting authority of Ventura County. DTSC does not have discretionary 
authority relating to the demolition and disposal of the non-permitted, non-hazardous SSFL 
buildings and infrastructure.”  This simply is false.  DTSC has authority and responsibility for 
the cleanup of SSFL; Ventura County does not.  In a footnote on p. 37, the PEIR states again that 
Ventura County has the authority over the demolitions, and that its authority is a ministerial 
process.  Were DTSC’s assertion correct, that it has washed its hands of any responsibility for 
issues associated with radioactive and chemical contamination of buildings that are to be 
demolished and their debris to be disposed of, and that only Ventura County has authority, and 
that authority is ministerial—meaning no discretion and no environmental review—then a key 
part of the environmental review of the cleanup required by CEQA would never take place.  A 
County building department’s ministerial approval of a demolition not involving radioactive and 
toxic contamination is vastly different that DTSC’s discretionary obligations to oversee such a 



cleanup.  The County records attached hereto demonstrate that the DTSC assertions about their 
role are wrong.  The County routinely states that it does not oversee compliance with cleanup 
regulations, and Boeing has consistently told the County that DTSC oversees Boeing’s 
demolition activity at SSFL. 
 
 The PMP also states (p. 37), “The AOCs provide for a limited DTSC role in the general 
building demolition programs of the Responsible Parties. DTSC’s primary role is to ensure that 
adequate waste characterization is to determine whether building debris is contaminated as 
hazardous waste and to determine appropriate handling methods for managing and disposing of 
said demolition debris.”  This also is incorrect.  The AOCs, as show above, place DTSC over the 
entire cleanup, include buildings as part of “soil” to be cleaned to background, and required all 
waste above background to go to a LLRW disposal site.  There is nothing in the AOCs that limit 
DTSC’s role regarding the buildings to less than that of other soil types; its role in waste 
characterization is not limited to determining whether it is contaminated as hazardous waste, but 
instead largely to determine if it is contaminated with radioactivity and therefore must go to a 
LLRW site. 
 
 The PMP further states (p.37), “Similarly, DTSC has acted in an advisory role for 
Boeing’s SSFL demolition program since 2009 to ensure appropriate debris characterization and 
disposal...”  The record in the Consumer Watchdog case clearly shows that this is not true.  The 
role has not been “advisory.”  Instead, Boeing has requested from DTSC approval for proposed 
demolitions and resulting disposals, and DTSC has granted those approvals.  
 
 The PMP asserts on p. 38, “DTSC has no direct authority over Boeing’s demolition 
activities, but will continue to maintain an observational and advisory role with regard to 
Boeing’s non-permitted building demolition activities.”  Again, these statements are inaccurate.  
It has direct authority (DTSC is the regulator for the cleanup of SSFL, the AOCs define all 
buildings in Area IV as part of the “soil” that is required to be cleaned up to background and 
disposed of in LLRW sites if over background, and DTSC’s role is not that of observation and 
advice. 
 
 The PMP at p. 39 states:  “DOE will submit to DTSC for its review and approval; a 
demolition plan, demolition schedule and detailed procedure that describe the activities that DOE 
shall perform in order to sample and characterize DOE’s remaining buildings. This effort will 
determine whether they are contaminated with radiological or chemical contaminants, as well as 
the appropriate handling methods for the management and disposal of demolition debris. This 
AOC requirement ensures that DTSC provides sufficient oversight of the disposal procedures for 
building debris; and that it does not impact DOE’s responsibility to prepare their own EIS, nor 
their authority to conduct non-regulated building demolition under DOE’s own authority. Such 
demolition work will be conducted under DOE’s decommissioning and demolition process and 
requires a building demolition plan for each building under DOE’s authority. The building 
demolition plans will be developed in accordance with standard operating procedures to address 
the steps leading up to, implementing, and closing out such demolition.” (Emphasis added.) 
 
 But the following paragraph contradicts this, saying, “DOE will keep DTSC informed of 
building demolition progress and measures to prevent impacts to regulated environmental media 



at SSFL, and DTSC will provide advisory comments on expected standard operating procedures 
document. However; DTSC has no direct authority over DOE’s demolition, except for the 
disposal aspect discussed above and in DOE’s AOC, and thus will continue to maintain an 
observational and advisory role with regard to non-permitted building demolition activities.”  
(Emphasis added.) 
 
 The first paragraph is the correct one:  DTSC is the regulator and must approve DOE’s 
demolition and disposal procedures and plans.  It is therefore a discretionary act that requires a 
CEQA analysis, and this PEIR contains no such analysis. 
 
 On p. 48 of the PMP, DTSC asserts that DOE has the authority to clean up its facilities.  
That is misleading.  Under RCRA, DOE must follow the orders of its regulator, DTSC; DOE 
doesn’t get to choose how or how much to clean up.  Similarly, under the AOC, DOE has no 
authority to decide to clean up SSFL to other than the agreed to standards, and it is DTSC that 
oversees and approves what DOE does. 
 
 In conclusion, the PEIR and PMP breach the AOCs, violate CEQA, and, if not cured, 
pose a substantial risk of contributing to harm to the environment and public health. 
 
 We have enclosed supporting material on a DVD.  We have also attached to this letter 
copies of two reports prepared by Consumer Watchdog, Golden Wasteland and Inside Job, 
providing additional detail about concerns as to how DTSC is handling contaminated sites, 
including in particular Santa Susana. 
 
        Sincerely, 
 
 
 
        ____________________ 
        Consumer Watchdog 
 
attachments:  Ventura County Building Dept. documents 
  Golden Wasteland 
  Inside Job 
 
DVD with CBG report and its attachments sent separately 
 
















